
 
 
                        

                                       
 

Hello from Romania!                                                                                                                                   March 2021 
 
This is day 16 back in Romania!  Temperatures are above what they were in Michigan, and we get a lot of rain!  I am 
happy to be back, Tony met me at the airport, helped me get to the train station where we ate at Subway, then helped 
me get my bags onto the train!  I am very thankful for him and his ability to help!  
 
I still call Tony every evening to speak and pray with him!  Last Friday when I called him, he was feeling sick.  The 
next morning, he went for the Covid test and he has it.  He hasn’t been sleeping well the last month and it’s probably 
why his immune system was down, and he caught it.  He was at school, one of his teachers had it and he is sure is 
how he got it.  Saturday he was not feeling well at all, but yesterday he was coming out of it and today he is much 
better!  Praise God for this!  Tony is such a lively, happy young man, to see him so down and not speaking was very 
strange.  The first evening I knew about this, I started messaging people to pray for him, and he was prayed for on 4 
continents!  I have 2 pictures of Tony to show you, one the day I arrived, taken at Subway and the other from 
Saturday, the day he felt his worse.   
 

 
       Tony at Subway                  Tony sick             Ionut after surgery 
 
One week ago, today, Ionut had his tonsils removed.  He is feeling good now, the picture above was taken after 
the surgery at the hospital.  He will come into Craiova again this week to meet with the doctor.  There is a 2nd part to 
the operation that will take place when they can schedule it.  He is waiting for time to do some physical work to see if 
the pain in his joints is gone, we pray it will be.  He has had the pain for 3 or 4 years, and it was just in the last couple 
of months that I learned it was his tonsils causing the pain. 
 
When I was in Alabama in January, after speaking for maybe 15 minutes at the end of the service and showing 
some pictures of the last year here, the pastor gave me an envelope.  Later I opened the envelope and found a check 
for a love offering of $750!  I was thrilled and wondered how God would provide me an opportunity to use the funds.  
When I found out about Ionut’s surgery, I knew what to use it for.  In Romania, the costs of things are very 
inexpensive!  I learned the first surgery for Ionut was about $150!  The cost for the next surgery is about $100!  He had 
some other medical costs too, so he has used about $350 of the funds.  I am thankful to have the money to help Ionut, 
thank you Jesus! 
 
Thanks for your prayer and financial support!  God bless you! 
Jim Morgan   Craiova, Romania 


